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100 SUMMARY
'T'ho DO],/NASA "Automotive Stirling Engine Development Program" nab been under-
way for approximately 27 months. This is the ninth quarterly report to be
issue(], and it covers the period of March 30 - June 28, 1980.
Prior reports (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G)* discussed component and subsystem effort,
the Reference Engine System Des.«n and the program's first and second Stirling
engine-powered vehicles, the 1977 Opel and the 1979 AMC Spirit containing
United Stirling of Sweden (USS) P-40 Stirling engines. The P-40 engine is the
program's baseline Stirling engine originally developed as a stationary Idbor-
atory engine. It is heavy and underpowered for the vehicles, but was install-
ea in the vehicles in order to obtain engine-vehicle integration experience,
experience with Stirling powered vehicles in testing, and to demonstrate the
concert of Stirling engines applied to automobile propulusion.
The technology of Stirling engines as applied to automobile propulsion is pre-
sented in MTI's report "Assessment of the State of Technology of Automotive
Stirling Engines" (7 1,. This very comprehensive report gives the background
an,] history of the Stirling enginel it discusses the technology, materials,
components, controls, and systems; and it presents a technical assessment of
automotive Stirling engines.
The previous quarterly report (8) presented information on thee Reference Engine
.:esign an.] the design of the ASE Mod I (Automotive Stirling Engine Model Ne. I)
s presented to NASA in .Ianuary 1980. The report also reviowed componcol. and
,ubsystem development activities, the testing of the baseline P-40 c>n9inu6,
the progress being made on computer code developments, and it presented data
on the screening of potential seals materials.
This ^,-Airterly report pre:,.:nts updated information on the Rc^f,2rencc , L,,yine and
t'.se ASL Mod I as presented to NASA at the Design Review Neeting held in May.
NA,-,A has approved tine updated Reference Engine and ASE Mod I designs, and
manufacturing/procurement has started. The ASE Mod 1 is the program's first
Stirling engine designed specifically for automotive use; it is a Stepping-
ton;in to the program's final prototype engine, the ASE Mori II. Current in-
formation i., presentcd on component and subsystems development acL vi/ies and
engine and vehicle testing. Computer code development progress is al6o covered.
Program engine operating hours through the end of this quarterly ,)eriad
(through Juno 28, 1980) reached the following:
Engine No.
ASP 40-4 (High Temperature Endurance Test Engine)
ASE 40-5 (Opel Ungine)
ASE 40-7 (MTI Test Fngine)
ASE 40-8 (Spirit Engine)
ASE 40-12 (Engine for the Concord)
Total
Tota l Flours
4,6 10.31
190.0
74.9
178.8
41.0
5,095.0
*References are listed by number in Section 4.0
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The Automotive Stirling Engine Development Program is directed at the develop-
ment of technology and knowledge related to the application of Stirling en-
gineb to automotive use, and the transfer of Stirling engine technology to the
United States. The high efficiency and low emissions potential of the Stirl-
ing engine makes it a prime candidate for automotive propulsion. Thin con-
tract is directed towards developing the necessary technology, by 1934, to
demonstrate theae potentials.
MTI, the prime and systems contractor, is responsible for overall program
management, alternative and high risk component and systems development, en-
gine and vehicle tenting and evaluation, computer code development, and trans-
fer of Stirling engine technology to the United States.
The engine Development program is based upon the extensive technological
achievements, capabilities, and background knowledge in Stirling engines of
K8 United Stirling (Sweden) AB 6 Co. (USS), acting as a subcontractor to MTI.
AM General Corporation (AMG), a wholly owned subsidiary of American Motors
Corporation, is the subcontractor responsible for automotive selection, de-
sign, integration, and evaluation of Stirling engines installed in passenger
cars.
2.1 Final Program Objectives
The final Program objectives will be to develop and demonstrate, by
September 1984, an Automotive Stirling Engine System which when installed
in a late-model production veiiicle will meet the following objectives:
1. Using FPA test procedures, demonstrate at least a 30% improvement in
combined metro-highway fuel economy over that of a comparable prodlir.-
tion vehicle. The comparison production vehicle will be powered by a
convetitional spark-ignition engine. Both the Automotive Stirling and
spark-ignition engine systems will be installed in identical model
vehicle, and will give substantially the same overall vehicle drivo-
ability and performance. The improved fuel economy will be based on
unleaded gasoline of the same energy content (Btu/gal).
It is intended that identical model vehicles be used for the compari-
son. However, a difference in inertia weight between the twc ve-
hicles is acceptable if the difference results from the substitution
of the Automotive Stirling engine system for the spark ignition
powertrain system. The transmission, torque converter, and drive-
train may also differ in order to take advantage of Stirling engine
characteristics.
2. Show the potential of gaseous emissions and particulate lever less
than the following: NOx = 0.4, HC = .41, CO = 3.4 gm/mile and d
total particulate level of 0.2 gm/mile after 50,000 miles.
The Potential need not be shown by actual. 50,000 milt' tests, but can
be shown by contractor projections based on available engine, vehicle,
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.tnd rtAnponent tent data and omissions and particulate measurements
taken at EPA u , ing the same fuel as used for the EPA fuel economy
measurements.
The emissions and particulate measurements will be bdued on LPA pro-
cv,iures for the metro cycle and will use the same fuel used for fuel
economy measurements.
In a,idition to the above objectives that: are to be demonstrated quantita-
tively, the following design objectives are considered goals of the pro-
gram.
1. Ability to use a broad range of liquid fuels from many sources, in
eluding coal and shale oil. This objective will be pursued initially
in the combustor development effort and later in engine and vehicle
testing. The candidate alternative fuels and their characteristics,
to be considered in this Program, will be identified based on the DOE
Alternative Fuels ilffort. Until these specific futile and their
characteristics are identified for inclusion in the Progr,,m, diesel
fuel, gasohol, ker)sene, and No. 2 heating oil will be used as a rep-
resentative range of alternate fuels. Engine tests whit the alter-
nate fuels will not be initiated for the ASE Mod I and JOSE Mod 11 en-
gines until, satisfactory operation, performance, and em.tssions have
beer , achieved or the baseline fuel -- gascline. Testing will then be
conducted with the selected alternative fuels to determine the extent
of any detrimental effects on engine operation, performance, emis-
sions, or fuel economy and to determine the degree of modifications
or adjustments that mic;ht be required in switching front one fuel to
another.
Reliability and lit, comparable with powertrains; currently or, the
market.
3. A competitiivo initial cost and a competitive life-cycle cost wita a
comparable conve:ni.ionally-powered automotive vehicle.
4. Arc-o p eration suitable for safety and consumer considerations.
5. Noise anti satety characteristics that meet the currently legislated
or projoct.ed Federal Standards for 1984.
2.2_ Program Major Mil estones
Progress toward achieving these Final Program Objectives, which will he
demonstrated by dynamometer and vehicle testing, will be assessed at
several points ±.n Hit, program. Specific milestone; will be;
1. ASE 'io(i I Basic Engine design freeze prior to March 31, 1980.
2. Dynamometer characterization of the first build of ASE Mocl I engine:
at the Contractor's facility prior to September 30, 1981.
3. flynamometer ch-iract,-rizat. ion of ASE Mod I 	 ongine prior- t
+cptund..c r 30, 1111321.
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4. ASE Mod I engine system test in a vehicle at EPA prior to September
30, 1983.
5. Dynamometer characterization of ASE Mod 11 aw,4,4nea at the Contractor's
Facility prior to September 30, 1983.
G. Completer ASE Mod 1I engine system test W a vehicle at EPA prior to
September 30, 1984.
Fiscal Year
1	 1979	 1	 1980	 1	 1981	 1	 1962	 1	 1983	 1	 1984	 1
ASE Mod I Design Freeze
I4 ASE Mod I I Dyno Test
Dyno Characterization ♦ ASE Mod II l pratedI	 I
ASE Mod I EPA vehicle TestI	 I
ASE Mod II Dyno Test
ASE Mod 11 EPA Vehicle Test
Figure 2.0-1 Program Milestones
2.J Task Description
MAJOR TASK 1 - REFERENCE ENGINE
This task is intended to guide component, subsystem, and engine LiybLem
development. A reference engine system design will be generated and con-
tinually updated to reflect the best contemplated approaches and the
latest technology to meet the final program objectives. The reference on-
qine system will be the focal point to guide development, will be based
on approved engine system concepts, and will include anticip>-)ted 1190
vehicle power level and size for equivalent spark ignition, djosv', and
stratified charge engines.
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lank 1.1 Initial 'Technology Assessment
A 74-omprehonxive technical asse ssment will be made of the preser.t:
status and level of technology of Stirling engines as candidates for
4UtOMOLiVU IN.)wor 1)1411t$o This assessment will be directed at, but not
limited ►-o, the status of United Stirling of Sweden ' s engine design
and devt.,.,)pment technology. When completed, the Initial Technology
AsseaSment will be used an a basis for a dotail study and reevaluation
of the overall technical Frogram plan.
• This task has been completed through the Issuance of a final re-
port In SeptemF:?r 1979.
Task 1.2 keference Engine System Design
A sories of conceptual Stirling engine sy ►;tem designu will be produce=d
to meet thu final program objectives. Analyses and drawings wi -I be
prepared in sufficient detail to be able to assess the potentLa: ad-
vantagnz at^d disadvantages of the candidate concepts, including ►d-
tertal costs. Available transmission technologies, accebsory systems,
auxiliary ayotems, ano Alternate power control systems will be evalu •
ated. Trav^intission and drive train arrangements and vehicle installa-
tiov will lit! assessed * Sufficient dosign and analyses will be per-
formed to establish performance requirements of the engine and L-)mpo-
nents ti) ineet- %he required vehicle performance and the final program
Objectives.
The Reference Enq-1ne System Design (RrSL)) will Lie the best amine ie-
sign that can be y generated at any given time that will provide the
lest possible fuel economy and will also meet or exceea all other
tiiial Ptaigi,mi objt^w.•'.Ivos.	 It will be designed to meet the require
menu of t1w projected reference vehicle, which will be representative
,)f the class of vehicles for which the engine might first be produced.
It Will utilizes all new technology that can reasonably be expected to
be develorQd by 1984 and which is judged to provide significant im-
provement relatives to the risk and cost of its development.
In general, all techricLogy advancements that are to be worked on in
the Prc)4.4ram will be incorporated into the Referenct,, Engine Systeu be-
sign (R!, SD) anci their payoff will be quantified prior to initiation of
the technology development. Since there may be more than one attrac-
tive -echnology option for a given component, subsysi-emp or bystem
which morits . 1evelopment, it may be desirable and nel.ewsary to gener-
ate one or more alternative designs;
	 addition to the primary design
of the RESD. Such alternative designs might range from incorporating
high risk, high pay-off alternatives, to providing more conservative
reduced risk back-up approaches. As the development program pr()( ­^eds,
acti-►di test experi once may eliminate one or more of these back-up
approaches, or It may dictate a reduction in performance relative to
initial expectations,.
9 The RESD was generated early in the Program. It will be continu-
ally update^i to reflect development experience and technology
growth.
-7
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IMAJOR TASK 2 - COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM TECIANOLWY ULVELOPMEN1
0ovelopmant activittes will be conducted on all requircd .,omponent anti
subsystem development tasks as guided by the Rofevener, rn(jint- System De-
ibign (RF.13D) to Aupport the various Stirling Engine syrjLci ; (SM- ) L-t^iny
developed. The component and subsystem devolopment dCtLV1t1sU- 'l Will in-
clude conceptual and detail design anti
	 hardware fabrication arid
assembly, and compone-it and subsystem testing its laboratory Lef"t rigs.
When an adequate performanoe level is achieved, the component anu/oz 4u))-
s 1 sLem design will be configured for in-engine testing and evaluation in
dppropriate engine dynamometer and vehicle test installations. DeHign
efforts will be carried out with consideration of cost and manufacturing
feasibility.
Effort will proceed according to an overall Program Component and Sub-
system Development Plan and detettled, individual, Component and Subsystem
Test Plans, which wil l be submitted to the N"'I.SA Pr,)Ject Manafler for re-
view and approval. At the completion of each significant component or
subsystem development effort, a report will be prepared arid submitted to
the NASA Project Manager. These,
 reports will deft no the dvsqns, dviine
now fabrication techniques developed, describe the development effort,
anti present tine results.
The following development activities will be carrile(i out to advance the
technology in terms of durability, reliability, performance, cost-, and
fabrication:
Irask 2.1 Combustion Technology Development
Taek 2.2 beat Fxclianger' Technology Development
Task 2. 3 MciterJals Development
Task 2.4 Mechanical Component Development of Seals
Task 2.5 Mechanical Component Development of the Engine
Power Chain
► ask 2. 6 controls Tee^f l nology Developmont
Task 2.7 Aux? 1iArl(_-9 Development
'lack 2#8 United 04irling Project Support
Task 2.9 United Stirling Component Uevelopment
(Directed towards ASE Mod I and A.913 Mod II)
• Effort on components and subsystems are underway.
MAJOR TASK 3 - TECHNOLOGY FAMILIARIZATION (BASELINE ENGINE)
The existing USS P-40 Stirling engine will be used as a baseline er,^Jlhle
for Stirling enciine familiarization anti as a 'ont bi2d for cornponont ariJ
sul)systeri pe) -formance improvement. It will also lie us3od to
current engine operating conditions and component characteri.stirr,, ar^d LO
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define problems associated with vehicle installation. Four P-40 Stirling
engines will be built and delivered to the United States team members,
with one installed in a 1979 AMC vehi cle. A fifth P-40 Stirling engine
will be !wilt and installed in a 1977 Opel sedan.
The baseline P-40 engines will be tested in dynamometer test cells as well
as in the automobiles. Test facilities will be planned and constructed at
MTI to accomodate the entire program.
Task 3.1 - Baseline Engine (P-40)
USS will manufacture four P-40 engines, including spare parts. Engine/
dynamometer testing will include full and part power operation, transi-
ent and cyclic operation, start-stop cycles, and endurance testing.
Complete engine performance maps of fuel consumption, emissions, power,
and torque versus engine speed over the full range of engine operating
pressure levels will be obtained over the entire anticipated range of
operating heater head temperatures, combustor flows, inlet tempera-
tures, coolant temperatures, coolant flows, and coolant inlet temper,
tures.
Tests will. be run with the complet t Stirling engine system as -1,:^signi d
(with all auxiliaries installed an-1 operating off engine power;. Where
appropriate, selected auxiliaries snd/oi ducting may be simulated, or
compensated for. Tests will also b- run with all auxiliaries removed
and tlicir functions provided by test facilities, or compensated for.
AMG will modify an AMC vehicle for the P-40 engine, in the first year
of the program, thereby gaining experience and knowledge on the inte-
gration problems and requirements associated with the installation of a
Stirling engine in a passenger car. Limited vehicle testing will be
conductea by AMC to establish baseline vehicle-affacted engine perform-
ance, such as: fuel consumption,.emissions, and under-hood environ-
ment. The vehicle installation and test is designcA to familiarize AMC
and other team members with a Stirling engine equipped ve.icle and its
performance and operation. It will also establish baseline performance
for the total program, including durability.
• P-40 engines have been delivered by USS, installed in vehicles
and dynamometer test stands, and testing is well underway.
Task 3.2 - Facilities
The tef,t facilities and equipment necessary to completely evalaata en-
gines and compcnents will be designed, built, and ;:`-ocured at HTI. It
is anticipated that this will include installation at MTI of two engine
test cells with appropriate data acquisition equipment and five compo-
nent test cells to be used for component development purposes.
• Facilities progress is on sc)iedule.
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Task 3.3 - P-40L9ke1 Test Vehicle
One P-40 en(jine wil l he manufae:turvd and installed in a 19' opel
Nekord 21001) dienel engitle-1w)wered automobile to ontablitsh l cuwlines
for emil laribon with other program generated Stirling engine-powered
autcmlollilet;. Vehicle try sts will be conducted on a chAuiiis dynamol"o-tot
and by road testlny, ill order to meat;ure parameters Hucii an fuel
(:concany, emistsionn, di iveability, and noise.
• This task was completed, and reported in .January, 1979. 10,7)
MAJOR TASK 4 - APS MOD I ENGINE SYSTEM
A i irut generation Alltomot iVe Stirling Entiine (A'.,iti) will he dut elope(!.
ASE Mod I will use this United Stirling P- 40 and P-75 engines ari a batlis
for improvement . The prime objective will he to improve slower 1eiisi t.y
and overall engine performance. The ASE Mod I on(Jine will he an t'xperi-
mental version of the RE'S!). It will be limited by the technology which
(-, an be confirmed in the time available. it need not achieve ally sl i t-c' i f is
fuel economy iml ,rovoillent., but will be Utilized to verify the basic RNSU
and to serve ats it stepping stone toward the ASE Mod 11 engine. It wiit
provide an early indication of t'ae potential to meet the Final P1 otp-am
objectives. A preliminary desiclit and analysis will he made' of the (^n(lifle
and its installation in an automobile which will include the proparation
Of' det,1iled l^ryout drawings defining critical. feat:uros, dimensions, ma-
terials, anti fabrication techniques. Appropriate analyhes bill b y per-
forilled to prodict cy ngine system and comptlnt'nt performance, ► n-vehi-lo
performance of tho engine system, and appropriate strests at"I thermal
loads. Potential, prohlem areas will be identified.
A 0osign Neview Meot tiq will be held with NASA to review the i-csu.l l s of.
tilt: (111(lille prod ittli ntil y dosi.g	 t.ll.	 Informaliln to he pi esotlt	 aed	 t Lill'	 -s i,qu
review will iticludti layout drawintJs, 	 fahric.at iou technique",
and the rus;ult of poi-forlllanre, str,ss, and theivial. analysis.
St'voll en(lillos 11111 a(loquate tipiare s will he manufactured by 111 :,F, and tilt` on-
gine s wilt be tv st4'd i n (lynamometer t ost celle, to 1";t ilh i i sh ')rrf mlllance,
durahil i ty, and rel iahi l ity. Continued tost.ing and Iov,^lopmont may lit!
Ilecv'ssary it) order to meet t:lle preliminary design porfol'IlldtlCO prodic-
timis. On(- a(iditional. ASE Mod I engine will be 111jimif,ictilred In tilt,
Wilted States; USS drawings will be Used, but United 5tat(, s; aendrlrts will
he tine.(] to manu fact ur r. the y
 engine.
Engine/dynamometer testing will include full and part. flower t:jpe ation,
transient and cyclic operation, start-stop cycles, and endurance testing.
Complete engine> performance maps of fuel consumption, emissions, power,
and torque, versus engine ,peed over the full range of c'rlyitIC ('11crat.ing
pressure levirls, will be Obtained over the entire allticipatod ralllje of
operating livat-vt head temperatures, cottibustor flow, inlet temperatures,
coolant t.empe rat tires, coolant flows, and coolant inlet temperatures.
Tests will be run with the complete Stirling em.1inc, systellli as ie,signed
(with all auxiliaries in.sLalled and opovatiliq off entlille power). When
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apptopr Late, selected auxiliaries and/or ducting may be simulated or com-
pensated for. Teets will also, be run with all auxiliaries removed and
their functions provided by test facilities or compensated for. The full
range of engine transient characteristics will be determined, including
startup, shutdown, and typical power and speed transients. Tests will be
run both with and without the selected vehicle transmission system, as
appropriate.
Four production vehicles will be procured and modified to accept the manu-
factored engines and the engines will be installed in the vehicles. One
of the four vehicles will be an engineering-evaluation front-wheel drive
vehicle. Tests will be conducted on the engine -powered automobilev to
establi.>1h engines-related driveability, fuel economy, noise, emissions, and
duval)ility/reliability. Tests will be performed under various steady
state, transient, and environmental conditions. One vehicle will be de-
livered to EPA prior to March 31, 1983, for vehicle assessment by EPA.
e Design effort is underway in preparation for a basic engine design
review with NASA-LeRC in January 1980.
W:JOR TASK 5 - ASE MOD II ENGINE SYSTEM
The second generation engine will be designed, fabricated and tested. It
will be bower rated according to the reference engine system studies,
using the first generation engine system as the basis for improvement.
The prime objective will. be to upgrade the first generation engine system
to improve efficierray, and to improve durability and reliability.
Only high confidence level component and subsystem development:, will be
used. The design will reflect the use of automotive engineering ,resign
and fabrication techniques to the maximum extent possible. Unpha.A s will.
be on performance and durability/reliability. The ASE Mod II engine could
dif F er from the REST) by the use of small quantity fabrication techniques
and special provisions for instrumentation, parts replacement, and servi-
cing.
A preliminary design and analysis will be made of the engine and its in-
stallation in an automobile which will include the preparation of detailed
layout drawings defining critical features, dimensions, materials, and
fabrication techniques. Appropriate analyses will be perform^ad to predict
engine system and component performance, in-vehicle performance %)f the en-
gine system, anti appropriate stress and thermal analyses. Potential prob-
lem areas will be identified.
A f)escgn Review Meeting will be held with NASA to review the results of
the engine preliminary design. Iiformation to be, presented at the design
review will include layout drawings, materials, fabrication techniques,
and the results of performanv, ^, stress, and thermal analyses.
Five engines and adequate spares will be manufactured and the engines will
JP, tested in dynamometer test cells to establish performance, durakjility,
and reliability. Continued testing and development may be necessary in
order to meat the Preliminary design performance predictions.
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Engine/dynamometer testing will include full and part power operation,
transient and cyclic operation, start-stop .iycles, and endurance testing.
Compl,,te engine performance maps of fuel conswtiption, emissions, power,
and torque, versus engine speed over the full range of engine operating
pressure levels, will be obtained over the entire anticipated range of
operating heater head temperatures, combustor flows, inlet temperatures,
coolant temperatures, coolant flows, and coolant inlet temperatures.
Tests will be run with the complete Stirling engine system as designed
(with all auxiliaries installed and operating off engine power). When
appropriate, selected auxiliaries and/or . 1 to.ing may be simulated or com-
pensated for. Tests will also be run w-k l . 01 auxiliaries removed and
their functions provided by test facili%)4 , fr compensated for. The fell
range of engine transient characteristic. n'.11 be determiied, including
SLdrtup, shutdown, and typical power and speed transients. Tests will be
run both with and without the selected vehicle transmission system, as
appropriate.
Three late-model front-wheel drive production vehicles will be procured
and modified to accept the manufactured engines and the engines will be
installed in the vehicles. Tests will be conducted on the engine:-powered
automobiles to establish engine-related driveability, fuel economy,
noise, emissions and durability/reliability. Tc, sts will be perforated
under various steady state, transient and environmental conditions. One
vehicle will be delivered to EPA prior to April 30, 1954 for EPA assess-
ment of the vehicle to meet the Final Program Objectives of fuel economy
and exhaust emissions.
• Design effort will not start until PY 1981.
MAJOR TASK 6 - PROTOTYPE ASE: SYSTEM STUDY
A study will be undertaken to describe the effort required to bring the
Automotive Stirling Engine from its expected state of dcveiopment in
September 1984 to the start of production engineering. Engine production
cost, life cost, operating condition, in-service maintenance requ.ire-
ments, and vehicle-imposed loads and constraints will be studied. Con-
sideration will be given to mass production fabrication techniques. In
addition, the prototype ASE system will incorporate the final levels of
technology necessary before going into production.
The results of this study will be incorporated into a plan which will be
submitted to the NASA Project Manager by September 30, 1983. The plan
will describe the development steps required, the schedule of events, and
the estimated cost. In addition, the development risk will be assessed
and the plan will include supportive manufacturing and cost information.
The plan will form part of the basis for a Government decision regarding
the extent of its support, if any, for system development activiti'^'s be-
yond the scope of this contract.
• This task will start in 1982.
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MAJOR TASK 7 - COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Analytical tools will he developed which are required to simulate and
predict i nqine performance, as well as to aid in the design, development,
optimizat ton, an,.1 evalucition of engine hardware * This effort will in-
clude the.• Aeio•elopment of three comprehensive computer programs spec * f i-
cally tailored tot (1) predict Stirling engine system stear:y state
cyclical performance over the complete range of engine operationsi (2)
optimize thu Stirii-sq engine system to maximize and/or mitiimize specified
physical arid/or performance characteristics while satisfying given system
constraints; (3) evaluate the effects of Stirling engine control system
selection on engine transient response to a03itrary power changes. The
computer programs will. be structured to be user oriented and to have high
portability.
The computer programs will be designed and structured to predict the per-
formance of given engine and component configurations and should not be
confused with engine and component design computer programs that are used
to design physical hardware (i.e., heater head designs, regenet'dLor de-
signs, bearing load computations, stress analysis, dynamics, etc.).
In addition to delivering the source codes for the library of computer
programs developed, complete documentation will be provided to describe
the logic structure, detailed theory, assumption, operating procedures,
demonstrated validity, ranges of applicability, sample problems, etc. for
each proqrAln. In addition to delivering the final, fully verified vor-
sion of each program, interim partially verified versions of each pro(Iraill
will alto be delivered.
1 he prorjrapis will bo improved and verified on a continuing basis through-
^Lli ti t i , course ol' tl„ , program, using data from comixmient, subsystem, and
engine r,,ysteni test activities. The test data so utilized will be identi-
fied anti provitic-1 for each program.
In addition to the engine configuration e, to be specifically invosti(lated,
t he pert,_,rmance prediction and optimization programs will lxa correlated
against the three engine cunfigurations and perfollildrice data to i)e
suppli gld by NASA.
TL is antici pated that several engine systems will i)v investi,tjatvd over
the course of the contract. The engine performance prediction program
will allow for either separate or simultaneous , rigine/drive syst em analy-
sis. In addition to the determination of engine piston dyndinics, the
drive system modeling will include evaluation of the bearing, slip, wind-
age, and pumping lossos associated with each drive system concept.
• Effort is underway and the first programs are expected to be com-
pleted in mid-1980.
MAJOR TASK 8 - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Technical assistance to the Government, as requested, will tie provided
pursuant to the Technical Direction Clause of the contract. This Qffr)rt
will includf^: l it i rling evigine and/or vehicle systems for P^)E/NASA
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demonstration purposeal models and displays for use at Government and pro-
fessional society technical meetingst computer program assistance to
evaluate: various NASA specified engine modifications, parametric enqine
variations and engine operating modest training of personnel in the opera-
tion, asaembly and maintenance of Stirling engine systems and vehicles de-
livered to NASA; appropriate communication media including brochures,
audio-visual materials, other literature, and independent studies after
approval from NASA.
• Effort is underway pursuant to specific Technical Directives
received from NASA-Le RC*
MAJOR TASK 9 - PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
This task defines the total program control, administr„tion and management,
including reports, ochodules, financial activities, test plans, meetings,
reviews, seminars, training, and technology transfer.
Tao,k elements include:
• Program management.
• Teuhnical direction.
• Product Assurance.
• Nonitorinq of technical and financial proqress.
• Report preparation, publication and distribution.
• Preparat.ion of test plans, work plans, design revieWB, Ott.'.
• Coordination of monthly meetings, review meetings, et-c.
• Transfer of technology to the United States.
• 'Draining of personnel.
• Seminars and technical society presentations.
• Attendances and coordination of government meetings and presentations
• Engineering drawings and installation, operation and maintenance
manuals.
• other items related to overall proqram management and control.
Figure 2.0-2 is the Work Breakdown Structure of the Automotive Stirling Engine
Development Program at the level of reporting to NASA.
• Effort will continue throughout the program.
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1.0 REFERENCE ENGINE
1.1 Initial Technology Assessment
1.2 Reference Engine System
1.2.1 Project Engineering
1.2.2 USS Engineering Assistance
1.2.3 Amo Engineering Assistance
1.2.4 Reference Engine Analysis
1.2.5 Advanced Concepts Studies
20 COMPONI'NT & SUBSYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Combustion Technology Development
2.2 Heat Exchanger Technology Development
2.3 Materials Development
2.4 Mechanical Component Development (Seal;)
2.5 Mechanical Component Development (Power Chain)
2.6 Controls 'technology Development
2.7 Auxiliaries Development
2.8 USS Projects
2.9 USS Component & Subsystems Development
2.9.1 Baseline Ungine
2.9.2 ASE Mod I Engine
2.9.2. 1
2.9.2.2
2.9.2.3
2.9.2.4
2.9.2.5
2.9.2.6
2.9.2.7
External Heat System
Hot: Engine System
Cold Engine System
Envire Drive System
CU ► : t t ols & Auxiliaries
Stirling Engine Systems
Vehicle Applications
2.9.3 AI;U Mod Il
2.9.3.1 SES Component/Subsystems Development
2.9.3.1.1 External Heat System
2.9.3.1.2 Hot Engine System
2.9.3.1.3 Cold Engine System
2.9.3.1.4 Engine Drive System
2.9.3.1.5 Controls & Auxiliaries
2.9.3.2 Materials Development
2.9.3.3 P-40 Annular Regenerator
2.9.3.4 Full-Scale Mod II Involute Heater
2.9.3.5 BSU Mod I Components Testing
Figure 2.0	 Work Breakdown Structure
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390 TdCHNOLOGY FA14ILIARIZATION
3.1 P-40 Program
3.10 Project Engineering
3.1.2 Mfg. and Assemble Engines
3.1.3 Evaluate Engines
';.1.4 Evaluate Engine/1979 Spirit
3.2 Test Facility at MTI
3.2.1 Project Engineering
3.2.2 Design of Integrated Facility
3.2.3 Equip Engine Test Cell
3.2.5 Construct Integrated Facility
3.2.7 Maintenance 6 Repair
3.3 P-40 Opel
4.0 ASE Mod I
4.1 Project Engineering
4.2 Analysis & Design
4.3 Manufacture Engines
4.3.1 External Heat System
4.3.2 Hot Engine System
4.3.3 Cold Engine System
4.3.4 Engine Drive System
4.3.5 Controls & Auxiliaries
4.3.6 Stirling Engine Systems
4.4 Assembly & Acceptance Test
4.5 Engine Test Program
4.5. 1 Ltig the 01
4.5.2 Engine #2
4.5.3 Cngine 46
4.o Vehicle Test Program
4.6.1 Engine #3/1979 Spirit
4.6.2 Engine #5/Vehicle Evaluation (AMG)
4.6.3 Engine #4/Vehicle Evaluation (MTI)
4.6.4 19',1 FWD Vehicle/Engine 07 Evaluation
4.7 USA Engine
4.7.1 Manufacture/Procurement
4.7.2 Assembly & Test
Figure 2.0-2 Work Breakdown Structue (Cont.'d)
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5.0 ASH Mod lI
5.1 Project Engineering
5.,e Analysis & Design
5.3 Manufacture Engines
5.3.1 External Heat System
59392 Hot Engine System
5.3.3 Cold Engine System
5.3.4 Engine Drive System
5.3.5 Controls/Auxiliaries
5.3.6 Stirling Engine System
5.4 Assemble & Acceptance Test
5.5 Engine Test Program
5.5.1 Engine 01 Evaluation (USS)
5.5.2 Engine 04 Evaluation (MTI)
5.6 Vehicle Test Program
5.6.1 Vehicle/Engine 03 Test (USS)
5.6.2 Vehicle/Engine M2 Test (AMG)
5.6.3 Vehicle/Engine N5 Test (MTI)
6.0 MANUFACTURING & MARKET STUDIES
7.0 CUNPUTER PROvR Mt DEVELOPMENT
8.0 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
9.0 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
9.1 MTI PrutJram Management
9.2 AMG Program Management
9.3 USS Program Management
i
Figure 2.0-2 Work Breakdown Structure (Concluded)
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3.0 PROGRESS SUMMARIES
The description of the work to be performed under the contract was presented
in section 2.0. This section of the report presents the details of the work
accomplished on each task during the period of March 30 - June 28, 1960.
3.1 MAJOR TASK 1 - REFERENCE ENGINE
The first Engine Design Task Team Meeting was held in Sweden on April 16-17 to
discuss stress analysis approaches vhich need experimental verification. 'Task
Team members are preparing plans for management review and consideration for
this experimental verification.
A Material/DetA gn/Structure meeting was held at MTI in June to establish the
design criteria for Stirling engine components. Among the topics discussed
were: stress analysis techniques, strength criteria requirements, and ma-
terial selection.
The first RESD Design Review update was held at NASA-Le RC on May 21, 1980 in
order to update the January 1980 RESD. The RESD projections show a metro-
highway mileage of 42.13 mpg with unleaded gasoline and a cold start penalty
(CSP), and 48.45 mpg with diesel fuel and CSP. The following are the major
updated revisions:
• Engine Drive Friction
Bearing friction losses were reduced by reducing the connecting rod
and main bearing dimensions. Further friction reduction was achieved
by reducing the axial thrust of the helical synchronizing gear,
(Ricardo's research had previously shown that a reduction of the helix
angle and the tooth module could reduce tale noise level) to increase
the dear efficiency from 98 to 9e.5%. All of these change.z resulted
in a friction loss reduction of 1.4 kW at the full load point.
The oil viscosity used in tho bearing friction calculation was high
(22 cp. ); the viscosity used by itandervell for bearing dimensioning
was 7 cp. The previously used oil (SAE20W40) was replaced by a thin-
ner oil (MOO IL No. 1) whose viscosity reduced the full load friction
by 2.2 kW.
The resulting engine-drive friction reduction was 3.6 kW at the full
load point for a warmed-ups engine. (Since the acceleration test from
0 to 6C mph is suppoued to be performed with hot oil, the entire fric-
tion reduction was used to establish the full load power criterion.)
e External treat System
The CGR bypass valve was removed and the air excess ratio was ma:.n-
tained at a fixed value of 1.1 over the whole range. Some temper-
atures were corrected in the calculation of the external heat system
efficiency, and this resulted in an improved efficiency. For 0.8 g,/s
of fuel flow, the overall improvement was about 1.5%.
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e Auxilidties
1"he+ power consumption characteristics of the burner glower and the al-
ternator were changed. Together, their power consumption was decreased
by 0.20 kW at the part load point. Power consumption was increased by
0935 kW at the full load point because of the increased blower power
requirement due to the removal of the CGR bypasn valve.
e Cylinder and Piston Dome
,'he piston dome height was increased in order to reduce heat cond,ic-
tion losses. Etrvas analyses indicated the need for an increase in
the cylinder and piston dome wall thicknessest however, the net eftect
of these changes was a decrease in the conduction loss.
e Redefinition of the full-Load Power Requirement
The full-load power requirement, define-1 at 4000 rpm engine speed and
15 1Pa cycle: mean pressure * was changed from 05 kW to 67 kW. Por the
edleulation previously reported, the power steering pump was includt-u
as an engine auxiliary.
'ihe classification of the 1•owet steering pump as an auxiliary is not
consistent with the definition, so from now nn, the power steering
Bump will be deleted from the auxiliw:, group and will be considered
to be an uccessory. If the power steering pump is rated 1 hp
(0.75 kW) at 4000 i1mm engine speed, the full load requir ,zmvnt should
then be 65 + 0.75	 65.75 kW. However, bey~autze the previously c • a.l-
culated •iccoleration time from 0 to 60 mph was very ;lose to 15.0 sec-
onds, the power requirement was rounded upwards by 1.25 kW to 67 KW
(94, hp) .in oiler to ►enure the required acceleration. This increase
in required 1xower could be matte without, increasing the indicated on-
gine power because of the reduction of friotion losses previously dis-
cussed.
Aftet the updated conditions, the engine was reoptimized. The part-
load (13 kW at 2000 rpm) efficiency was improved by 12% relative to
the engine specifi.:ations presented in January 1980.
e Drive Chain
The 1984 vehir.le slu reification wav, reviewed and t.ailcred towards an
alternate RESD. A 4-speed ggarbox was selected for review and its ad-
vantages will be assesSed. ^r.s investigation was initiated to deter-
mine the potential of using Chrysler's wide ratio transmission.
Vehicles simulation anti optimization studies were performed on various RESD sys-
teins. Tue basic tool used was the MTI vehicle simulation program, which is a
gr.)wth version of the Univ#.4 rsity of Wisconsin program. MTI has tailored this
program to the specific needs of Stirling-powered vehicles, while retaining
its utility as a general heat engine vehicle simulations In a<idition, the
program's ability to ha vidle more sophisticated and advanced vehicle subsystems
has be*car greatly ex, , 4n(t(, t:
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• The torque converter can now be locked up in third gear, various ac-
cessory loads can be cut off at specified vehicle speeds, and the pro-
gram can now simulate a continuously variable transmission. The pro-
gram was validated for spark ignition vehicles by the University of
Wisconsin and MTI has performed further validation comparisons on the
P-40 spirit vehicle.,
e► The Reference Engine cold start penalty (CSP) is now believed to be
somewhat less than the fuel equivalent value of the stored heat in the
hot engine system. The P-40 experience indicates that the cold start
for the Spirit is about 6% of the urban mileage. This translates to
86.5 grams of fuel. The Mod I CSP was obtained by multiplying the P-40
Spirit CSP by the ratio of the stored heat within the engines, which
calculates to 116 grams of fuel. The Reference Engine CSP was obtain-
ed by multiplying the Mod I CSP by the ratio of the stored heat within
the engines, which calculates to 89 grams of fuel.
• Table 3.1-1 shows the general characteristics of the 1984 Pontiac
Phoenix Reft , rence Vehicle.
e Figure 3.1-1 shows the 1984 Reference Vehicle acceleration, plotted as
mph versus time. It is interesting to note that the 0 to 60 mph ac-
coloration is accomplished in first gear only and that the velticlo. can
accelerate to 100 mph in second gear. Figure 3.1-2 shows the acceler-
ation of the vehicle as a function of the vrilirle speed. Figure 3.1-3
shows engine speed and torque as a function of time during accelera-
tion. The cumulative fuel consumed for the urban and highway cycle
conditions relative to distance traveled is presented in Figures 3.1-4
and 3.1-5. The four-second time delay shown in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-4
is due to computer program stabilization.
• Table 3.1-2 summarizes the predicted mileages and performai ►ce values
for the 1984 Reference Engine vehicle.
A meeting was held at MTI on June 17 to establish more appropriate design c:ri--
tcria for the heater head components. This was the second in a series of ineet
ings which intcyrr•t ,77d design, material, and structural requirements into a
common standard. Particular attention was paid to those heater components
which failed during high temperature testing in order to understand failure
mechanisms and to try and avoid them in the future by the proper design/analy-
sis of the RVSD. Pressure, temperature, and cycle information was reviewed
for each of the failed components. This review was followed by a discussion
of conclusions which could be drawn from this analysis.
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19a4 PONTIAC PHOENIX
TEST WEIGHT	 3170 lb
INERTIA WRIGHT	 3125 lb
TOTAL ROAD LOAD	 11.22 hp 4 50 mph
DYNO POWER SETTING	 793 hp (with A/C)
FUEL	 Unleaded regular (113,525 Stu/gal)
TRANSAXLE GM THM 125 with lockup
TORQUE CONVERTER Optimized Design for Stirling Power
GEARBOX 3 Speed Automatic
GEAR RATIOS 1.84,	 1.60,	 1.00
FRONT PUMP Variable Capacity Gear Pump
SHIFT S`,HEDULE Optimized for Stirling Power
FINAL DRIVL Planetary Gear Set
RATIO Optimized for Stirling Power
EFFICIENCIES All Efficiencies Calculating Using
Ricardo Polynomial
ACCESSORIES	 Power Steerine°fHrakes, A/C
COOLING FAN	 No Impact on Mileage
i
Table 3.1-1
	
1984 RESD Vehicle Characteristics
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1984 RCSD Perfoxmnce 5/15/80
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FUEL ECONOMY
URBAN MILEAGE
URBAN MILEAGE WITH CSP
HIGHWAY MILEAGE
COMBINED MILEAGE WITH CSP
COMBINED MILEAGE WITH DIESEL
CRUISE MILEAGE
39.35 mpg
33.68 mpg
60.78 mpg
42.13 mpg
48.45 mpg
GAS	 DIESEL
50 mph
	
68. 1 mpg
	
78. 3 mpg
55 mph
	
62.5 mpg
	
71.9 mpg
60 mph
	
57.7 mpg
	 66.3 mpg
• ACCELERATION AND SPEED
Time from 0 to 60 mph
Time from 5k) to 70 mph
Acceleration from 5 to 10 mph
Top Speed
15.0 sec
8.2 sec
11 f t/sect
98 mph
Table 3.1-2 1984 RESD Projections
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The differences between the 1984 Reference Engine and the current k-40 Stir-
ling baseline engine are shown in Table 3.1-3. The definition of the RESU and
4
a schematic of the engine are shown in Figure 391-G.
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BafFic tnq no system
P-40 R980 Comment
Basic engine Research Automotive a Part power
optimisation
• Lighter weight
• Smaller package
• Cheaper
• Weight to power
ratio improved from
13.4 to 4.7
External Heat System
...
Preh•ater Plate Fin Folded Fin a Lower cost
Insulation Fiber Wool Air Gap fi • Reduced radiation
Fiber Wool loss
Fuel Injection Air Atomira- Prevaporisation a Eliminate air
tion atomising pump
Emission Control EGR CGR • Improved mileage
Not Engine system
Heater Head Cobalt based Iron based a Lower cost
material material
-? ',0 •C 9200C a Higher efficiency
• Reduced Weight
Coolers Stainless Aluminum a Reduced weigh,:
stool
Cold Engine System
Piston and Rod 2 Piece 1 Piece • Eliminate tolerance
Assembly stack-up
Dome Screwed Separate a Eaae in Disassembly
to rod Piston Seal
carrier
Rod Seal L•ningrador Pumping a Reliability
Loningrador • Simplification
Piston Dome Multimat Incone1 718 • Reliability
Material Material
Increased
Thickness
Cylinder Block 1 piece S fiat• • dew concept
Cast Iron Aluminum and s Weight
Cast Iron reduction
Engine Drive SYr ^em
Housing Cast Iron Aluminum • Reduced weight
casting
Water Pump External Integral with a Packaging
housing
Oil Pump External Integral with • Packaging
housing
Electronic Analog Digital • Reduced cost
Controls • Reliability
System
Table 3.1-3 Comparions of RESD to P-40 Engine
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In order to guide component, subsystem, and
engine developments on the program, a Reference
Engine System Design (REST) has been
generated. The RESD is an engine which exists only
on paper in the form of design drawings. Its
purpose is to continually reflect the best-
contemplated approach and the latest technology
that will provide the best possible fuel economy
while meeting all of the other program objectives.
and (2) is judged to provide significant
improvement relative to the risk and cost of
development. Because there may be more than
one attractive option available, it may be
desirable and necessary to generate one or more
alternate designs in addition to the primary
RESD.
The RESD will incorporate all the new technology
that (1) can reasonably be expected to be
developed within the time frame of the program,
Figure 3 1-6
	
Current Reference Engine Design
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3.2 MAJOR TASK 2 - COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
3.2.1 Combustion Technology Development
An investigation of alternative fuel nozzles continued. Information was
received from vendors (Parker Hanafin, De IAvan) on alternative fuel noz-
zles which do not use atomizing air. Quotations were received from ven-
dors (Parker Lanafin, Avco Lycoming, Spectror► Development Labs) for fuel
nozzle spray pattern testing, and these quotations are being evaluated.
A design was initiated for a free Burning Rig Test Section, which will
incorporate United Stirling of Sweden's (USS) CGR involute configuration
hardware. A detailed list of questions on the geometry and the operation
of the rig was prepared for discussion with USS in order to ensure the
ability to compare MTI test results with USS data.
An External Heating System Task Team Meeting was held at USS on June 25-
26. Discussions included:
e P-40 Opel combustion test results and design recommendations to
reduce the vehicle drive-away time.
• The influence of air/fuel delay time on the emissions. In order
to reduce starting emissions, a maximum delay of 0.15 sec at the
combustor was suggested.
Work plans and schedules for the ASE Mod II.
3.2.2 Heat Exchanger Technology revelopment
The Regenerator Heat 'Transfer Test Rig was received from Sunpower and the
installation is underway. This test rig will be used to evaluate candi-
date regenerator matrices. The data acquisition system needed for thiF
rig has been specified and the order was placed with Hewlett Packard.
Work on the data reduction program for these heat transfer tests was
started.
The Regenerator Heat Transfer Test Rig was assembled and ele^tr±c mower
was connected. The vent system and pneumatic controls were assembled and
the blower and gate valve actuation system was checked-out. As a result
of the blower tests, the need fur an air filter and sound insulation be-
came apt)arent. Calibration of one of the two temperature measuring grids
was lone and it showed a satisfactory and very quick linear response to
the insposed temperature transients.
A review of the drawings for the manufactured marts of the Regenerator
Pressure Drop TesL Rig was completed and procurement was started. A re-
view of the test rig control system was performed in order to modify it
to accommodate remote operation. The procurement of instrumentation was
initiated. Quotes for the manufactured parts of the rig were received
and an order was plac(2d with Lipton steel for deliver of parts by mid-
August.
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3.2..! Materials Development
A tentative program Elan was completed for the development of a hybrid
concept for cylinder heads and regenerator housings. The hybrid concept
was prompted by the desire to improve the endurance of theee components
through the application of more tatigue resistant materials, particularly
in the manifold region.
A Materials Task Force meeting was held at NASA-Le RC, on April :;2-24,
1981;. Discussion of coordinated activity between USS, MTI, and NASA
included:
• Review of all materials changes in the RESD and the Mod 1 since
the Design Review in January.
• Development of strength criteria for heater tubes, cylinder
heads, regenerator housings, piston domes, ant; hydrogen coolers.
is Cabrication of Mod I pistons by MTI.
• Testin ', of Climax Molybdenum samples at the Industrial Research
Institute ir; Oslo.
• Fabz ic;ation of quadrants: for high temperature P-40 tesLirn.
• Laboratory mechanical testi.ncl of candidate alloys f.oz the cylind-
er heads, regenerator housings, and heater tubes.
• DiSCUSbion of existing materials problemc; and suggeste -i dctivi-
ticrs to solve these problems.
• Review of work plans and planned activities.
On Hay 22-23, 1980, IIT1 attended a meeting at Cornet a University on
"Iydrogen in St ii ling Engines." This meeting wds spov 4 ored icy th ., Divi-
sion of t-latet i A1-; Sciences (DMS) of the Office of Basic L'nerij , ,c iencr s
and the Automotive Technology Development Division (ATDD) of DOr. The
purpose of the meeting was to:
• Review the current status of the research and development of low
cost. ,materials for Lilt-, containment of high temprature, high-
pressure hydrogen in Stirling engines.
• Iuenti fy prutlem areas in materials that may pre,,ent in obstacle
in developing the Stirling engine.
• Initiate an atmosphere of interaction and information exchange
L,:•tween the DMS and ATDD and any other agencies or industries
white may work to solve these materials problems.
')xidat.ion testing of the experimental Climax Molybdenum wrought nickel-
base heater tube material has started at the Central Insititute for In-
dustrial Research in Oslo. Oxidation testing is Laking place in a
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ccxnbustion rig which burne 02 diesel fuel with 0.5 ♦ sulfur. This repre-
sents a typical level of sulfur for diesel fuels and a level which is
hiyher th,Ari that normally found in gasoline.
Arrangements were completed for the consultation with Dr. Erhard Krempl
-)f RPI. Dr. Krempl will provide support to the program in the design of
wngine heater components that are resistent to creep and fatigue failure.
t-t'1't met with Dr. Kr s!ml 1 to discuss the nigh temperature P-40 tossting ex-
perience and what could btu learned from the mode and mechanism of cylind-
er head failures. Thera was also some dihcussion about the materials
testing required for the Mod II design, based on the previous modes of
failure in the high tenspes:ature P-40 cylinder heads, regenerator hous-
ings, and tubes.
:i.2.4 Seals 0oyelolnment
The irst phases of the materials screening tesstinq was -ompleted. The
test results are shown in Table 3.2.4-1. Repeated test results Lot Dixon
70:35 material re bulted in good correlation with the- initial test data.
Repeate1 wear tests of Rulon LD and 4340 on Rc46 steel were also complet-
ed and tests were rat, icd out to assess the influence of surface rough-
r►ess on the wear rate of sea. materials, covering surface roughnesb of
1 u:n. to 32 4in. CU. with both axial and transverse roughness.
Wear tests were also carried out with hot water (130 0 F) circulating through
the test coupon mounting plate. It was found that an increase in tempor-
ature resulted in an increase in the wear rate by a factor of up to 4.
,,n.otations wer-2 received for most of the manufactured parts for the Ex-
Joratt)ry Test Rio anal purchase orders have been placed for all hardware
:nLi munuLac:tus ed partt, to complete the Exploratory Test trig, Cap seal
Test Head, and Piston Rincr Test Head. The design of the control station
and instrumentation was completed and all orders were placed. The speci-
fications for the lubricant supply unit and scavenge pump unit were com-
lleted and procurement has been started. Finish machining of the crank-
shdf L was completed and the base, the motor, the crankshaft, and the
crankcase were assembled and turned over successfully. The calibration
gat the .leak c:etector, with helium/nitrogen mixtures was completed.
3.2.5 Engine Power Chain Development
TI,e tht-u:,` beariry losses and crosshead losses were calculated during a
P-40 powuj loss analysis. Information on the oil flow rate to each of
the two meshes will he L,10.urud into the gear mesh loss estimate. the
ioll ,,wing significant items emerged from this study:
• The losses are= quite sensitive to oil feed temperatures. for ex-
ample, at 4000 rpm and 7 MPa mean pressure, the losses (excludin(j
the gear mesh loss) are roughly 1.3 hp at; 180 0 F, 2.7 hp at 1400F,
and 6 hip at 100 0 F. Because of thermodynamic requirements, the
current oil feed temperature is estimates to be 140 0 to 1500F.
Reducina tht• amount. of cooling of the luhe oil sea that the oil
3-1.6
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feed could be 180 0 F or higher could substantially reduce the
power chain losses.
• All of the minimum film thicknesses at a temperature of WOO F are
adequates the minimum thickness is 48 in. in the main bearings
at 2000 rpm and 50 MPa mean pressure.
• The crosshead losses are rather highs they represent about 1/6 of
the total bearing loss.;s. Correspondingly, the minimum film
thicknesses on the crosshead appear to be more than adequate,
ranging upwards from 7/10 of a mil (700 N in.). Losses could be
reduced by redesigning the crosshead to carry the load with less
projected area at a smaller film thickness.
The following are the main conclusions of this study:
• The level of power losses are mainly affected by clearance,
speed, and inlet oil temperature.
• Phe design of the main bearings is correct as far as minimum film
thickness is concerned.
• The connecting rod bearing is larger than necessary based on the
minimum film thickness.
*e The drive shaft bearing is larger than necessary.
• The crossheads are over-designed, running at an estimated minimum
film thicknesses of 1 mil.
• The level of power loss for 140"F (SAE 20) oil inlet temperature
at 4000 rpm is 2.4 hp (1.8 kW).
3.2.6 Controls Technoloqy Development
The development of a computer subroutine to handle the power control hy-
drogen transfer processes for the vehicle performance code (charge, dumb,,
short-circuit) was completed and validation has been started. The sub-
routine will calculate the impact of these power control transients on
fuel consumption.
The detailed design of the electrical activation mechanism for the hydro-
gen control valve is continuing.
Quotations on low cost pressure and position transducers were received
from several vendors. The design of the pressure and position transducer
text fixtures were completed and parts were ordered. Two different types
of pressure and position transducers were selected for testing based on
performance and cost criteria. The selected vendors are:
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Position Transducers: Trans-Tek Incorporated, rllington,
Connecticut
Waters Mfg. Inc., Wayland,
Massachusetts
Pressure Transducers: BLH Electronics, Wealtham, Mass.
Foxboro/I.C.T. Inc., San Jose,
California
A generalized software flowchart for the engine simulator was started.
The flow chart will show, in detail, the interaction of the various sys-
tem models. Work was started to specify the analog circuit design asso-
ciated with the mechanical transducer and actuator interfaces, and the
output monitoring system.
The Texas Instruments FS990 Microprocessor Development System was receiv-
ed, inspected, and installed. The equipment is now being run through a
rigorous inspection to ensure that hardware and software are fully opera-
tional and productive. Several components needed to complete the system,
including the printer expansion memory, have still not arrived. The lack
of these components do not impair the initial usage of the system. The
load ( dynamometer) analytical model provided to MTI by General Electric
Company, and a general P-40 engine torque versus speed map, were coded in
Texas Instrument TMS-990 assembly language. Work was started to specify
the analog circuit design associated with the mechanical transducer,
actuator interfaces, and the output monitoring system.
A two-cylinder diesel engine was delivered to MTI to become the basis for
designing a new cylinder head to provide the oscillating flow geometry
required to test check valves.
The specification for the integrated electronic air/fuel control system
was completed with the assistance of USS. Several prospective air flow
and fuel metering transducer vendors were contacted. These vendors in-
cluded Eaton, Chrysler, Ford, and J-Tec. Eaton and J-Tec appear to be
willing to work with MTI in the developme. ,t effor. tt however, formal dis-
cussions will be necessary before this is ensured. Chrysler and Ford are
still undecided.
The MTI Blower Test Rig shown in Figure 3.2.6-1 was moved from its loca-
tion and installed at the MTI Automotive Stirling Engine Test Facility.
The rig was operated and data were collected. This data validated the
results obtained for the rig and the blower in its previous test loca-
tion. The rig was prepared for the testing of air flowmeters.
The Controls Task Team met in Malmo, Sweden on May 6-8, 1980. The meet-
ing concentrated on the preparations for the Mod I Design Review.
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Figure 3._.6-1 Mod I Combustion Air Blower Experimental Test Rig 
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3.2.7 Auxiliaries Development
An Auxiliaries Task Team Meeting was held April 15-1;, 1980 at USS to
prepare for the ASE Mod I Design Review presentation.
MTI shipped several belts to USS for use on their Combustion Aar • Blower
Drive Test Rig. These belts were manufactured by Butler Precision Belt-
ing Inc. USS and MTI have agreed that a plastic gear drive for the cola;-
bust• ion air blower should be further explored and the combustion air
blower system clutc7h was deleted from the design in favnr of a different
drive pulley ratio.
3.2.8 ASE Mod 1 Combustion Air Blower Development
'ihe drive turbine air supply hook-up was modified and the torque instru-
mentation system readings were checked out over the speed range. The
test program was completed anal the goals were reali^crd for the vari.)us
diffusers and the volute modifications. Over 200 different test puintr3
were run and the performance was evaluated. The final configuration
efficiency reached 60%. Noise tests were conducted over the entire blower
speed range and the data are currently being analyzed. MTI received fav-
orable feedback from USS for Lite MTI-designed combustion air blower.
This new blower is much quieter than originally anticipated acid USS ir.
very Eatisfied. Work continued on the manufacturing cos ts and schedules
for producing 12 ccrnbust.ion air blowers for USS. MTI is currently rlwait-
ing approval from USS to procure hardware for these production combustion
air blowers.
3.. 1 .9 USS Component Development
3.2.9.1 ASE Mod I
• Meat Generating System
Duruacl testing with different jet-nozzles in the Mod 1 scale
test rig, it was found that at hicnher loads the comhusl_oz pres-
sure strop could be reduced considerably wiL lkout any siyni.ficant
increase in NO  emissions. The emissions at tower luall;a, how-
ever, were strongly influenced by the jet-nozzle ,izo. At
present, the influence of heater tube temperature and preheated
air temperature on emissions is being studied. C'r-missions
seem to lie vary sensitive to the heater tulae te > peratkv v; de-
c ► aased tube temperature results in increa -ed emissions of Ci.,,.
This effect is caused by the reduced gas temperature in the
space between the two heater tube rows which decrease 'lie re-
action rate of the CO-reducing reaction.
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CGR combustor tests in the Mod I-scale test rig were continued
to study the influence of A on emissions. Data gathered from
testing was used in a recently developed computer program
which calculates the CVS cycle emissions as a function of
air/fuel control time lag. According to calculations, the
maximum tolerable time difference between the air and fuel re-
sponses in the combustor is about 0.15 seconds.
The comparative tests between the straight guide vane-type CGR
combustor and the EGR combustor on the P-4U/Opel engine (on the
engine dynamometer) are almost completed. Engine performance
with the CGR system seems to be higher than with the EGR sys-
tem; however, the CGR system combustion efficiency is low dur-
ing the start up sequence and has a high hydrocarbon emission.
The poor, combustion during the heating-up sequence alfo results
in a longer start up time than with the conventional combustor.
Cold starts will be studied on one of the Mod I combustor
rigs.
Wring the testing of CGR combustors on the P-40/Opel, long
heat-up times (time from key-on until the heater tube temper-
ature reached 6UO"C) were experienced. This is partly due to
the higher pressure drop of the CGR combustors which causes
reduced fuel flow, and partly due to the low flame temperature
caused by a high percentage of CGI,.
e Neat Fngine System
The driving unit of the Mod I engine was tested separately by
w ing dummy heater heads. The dummy regenerator housing was
made of 552225-03 (type AISI 4130) steel; the following mater-
ial property data were used in an analysis of fatigue:
Yield strength	 o y = 490 MPa.
Ultimate tensile strength	 a u = 690 Npa.
Fatigue limit	 o f = + 350 MPa.
ii,	 ( 29U + 290) MPa.
The dummy regenerator housing operates at room temperature and
it will be exposed to a cyclic pressure. In the atalysis, the
cyclic pressure at maximum mean pressure was used (p = 15 + 5
MPa).
The dummy regenerator housing was analyzed using the finite
element method. An axisymmetric finite element model, con-
sisting of 8-nodes isoparametric elements was used. The most
critical fatigue point is located at the radius <,f the flange.
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An approximate Haigh diagram was drawn, based on the fatigue
limit and the ultimate tensile strength of the material. Vol-
ume dependence and su rface influence were considered by reduc-
ing the stress amplitude in the Haigh diagram by a factor of
O.M The stress cycle at the critical point was entered in the
diagram, and the safety factor was estimated to be 2.0.
The dummy cylinder housing was evade of the same material as
the dummy regenerator housing. The dummy cylinder housing
will be exposed to a maximum cyclic pressure of 15 ' 5 ,.MPa at
roam temperature. The most critical fatigue of the dummy
cylinder housing point is at the radius of the flange. In the
critical area at the flange, the dummy housing iias the.. same:
geometry are the cylinder housi.ngi therefore, the stresses will
be tl)e same. Considering notch sensitivity (with a factor of
0.85), the safety factor was estimated to be 2.6.
• Control Systems and Auxiliaries
The gas storage vessel and valve were fatigues testeu at trio
Swedish National Testing Institute. Tests were performeei with
a cyclic oil pressure (12-40 Hz) at an oil temperature below
35 00. The valve was successfully tested in two steps: 1) 107
cycles, f' = 21.5 + 3.5 MPa, and 2) 10 7 cycles, p - 13.0 + 9.0
Mka. The gas storage vessel was successfully tested fox 107
cycles with p - 21.5 ± 3.5 MPa. A second test is being pre-
pared.
The piston and the piston rod of the hydrogen compressor is
bolted to the cross head with a necked-dawn tie bolt as shown
in Figure 3.2.9.1-1. A stress analysis was performed uslrFy
the following material properties:
Molt
M 8 x 1 Umbrako quality 12.9
Yield stress (0.2%) a y = 1170 MPa
Ultimate tensile strength o u = 1300 h1Pa
Young's modulus E - 206,000 MPa
Piston
SIS 2541-03
Yield stress (0.2%) o y = 700 MPa
Ultimate tensile stress o u = 900 MPa
Young's modulus E - 205,000 MPa
Brinell hardness HB = 275
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I
Figure 3.2.9.1-1 Compressor Piston
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ones
Piston rod
SI5 9940-04
field stress (0.2%) 0 y n 700 MPs
Ultimate tensile strength	 ou M 950 MPa
Young's modulus E n 205,000 MPa
Brinell hardness H8 w 290
Crosshead
SIS 2225-05
Yield Stress (0.21,) 	 v y = 700 MPa
Ultimate tensile strength o u a 900 Mpa
Young's modulus E - 206,000 MPa
Brinell hardness 1113 - 270
The load is cyclic, with a maximum not pressure c,t 17.5 MPa
between the upper and lower side of the piston. conch tearing
the spring constant of the bolt and its environment, the
stress amplitude caused by the applied load was 54 MPa, which
it below the maximum allowable value of 64 MPa for rolled M8
bults. Thus, the bolt design fulfilled tree VDt 2230 (Verein
peutscher Ingeneure, "Systematische berec)inung huchbeanspruch-
ter Schraubenver-bindungen") requirement. 'ihe amplitude force
in the bottom crosshead threads gives a nomitial amplitude
stress equal to 12 MPa, which is below the maximum value of 30
MPa for cut M8 bolts. Assuming a friction coefficient of 0.1,
the tie bolts have a good margin against loosening. In com-
bination with the applied load, the preload resulted in a com-
pressive stress safety factor against yielding of 1.6. Thus,
the surface pressure of '_he clamped parts were far below
allowable levels.
Stress analyses were also performed for four pres.:urized power
control blocks:
Power Control Block No. 1 (see Figure 3.2.9.1-2)
SS2172 steel is assumed in the analysis and tho following
material property data were applied:
Yield stress:	 a  = 300 MPa
Ultimate tensile str-ngth: o u = 490 hVi3
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Figure 3.2.9.1-2 Points on Block 1 Used in the Stress Analysis
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Sono
Patiyue limit
	
O f 11 't 	 Iv MI'a
0 
11' = Ili! I vo-, "Ipa
The maximum temperature i ii IUU"c allti till' i ► -tt•rtwl
harts of the block are hx1>l):red to tilt' tollowin,i
sure loads:loads: p . 11 + 7 MI'a
I t 
- 7.13 k 4.t3 MPa
v - 21.5 + 3.5 MPa
In the Static streers analyni s, the max iinum ► ut c1 na l
pressure (Pmax .. 25 MPa) was nse i. In the i at l okw
analysis, the pressure cyclr with the maxiiuim .tm1 1 i-
tude p - 12 + 7 MPa wars used.
The total number of pre6sure cyclefr in t'It In.tly rl,.
is; 2.'t x 10 ru J the correspolidilln _Jloss ­Y('14", Wt')(-'
covipared to the i:atique limit.	 j'I tt "'I's t t ► 't?ki.ill T 1' I n
Cie channels of the ;.)lock tesultt-d to . s tt'ttr;t^tt:, wtttrir
are estimated by considetiny till- ttatt rial iitiunti , .,ail,
clrainnel as an equivalent, 'Lick-wal loo yllndt I ox-
posed to internal pressure.
	 III ►ro.,t 	 tlu' I rt-;aw
:iurized thick cylinder han, al hold in thu cyliiidt^r wall
ind tho stress concentration factor was tAien taken
from R. E. Petevsso ► 1:	 SLions ConcentI atitttl l^.tt-tt l
`PILE' minimum safety factor ltlain.,t y.ttldint, Ii; f,t, alhi
the minimum safety factor at3ainst t at icjue ia; 3. .3.
.	 Po'Aer Control Block Ito. 2 ( see Fik:tirt- 3..:.9. 1- ' )
5.3:172 steel is assumotl in the aIlia] yftl;" .,1,d t it,
tt,ilowiny material poperty data weitt .ipplied-
Yield stress:
	
oy = 300 MPa
Ultimate tonsile strent.ttll. 	 a ,, _- 4'.'td t'N.I
PaLi(J ua limit :	 a i x 4 210 'M
Q t1 ,	 IW) } 18" M1ta
The maximum temperatuict is 100 0 C an i the
harts of the block are exposod to a max.j.mum pi .,:;nr c
load:	 p - ( 21.5 + 3.5) MPa.	 Vie t o t al nurtlxtl ,i
Pressure 'ycles in the analysis is :.5 x i,i t', t ht,
respondi:'-: . stress cycles worn coopai'od to the fret i= tit,
limit.
Mie analysis procedures are the s,ti,ct as ft y r i'lttcr. 1.
The minimum safety factors against yieldiI,y and ta-
tiaue is 4.9 an,i 2.1, respectively.
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Point
Figure 3.2.9.1-3 Points on Block 2 Used in the Stress Analysis
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. Power Control ti,loek No. 3 ( see Figure 3.2.9.1-4)
;,5::337 (AISI 321) stainless steel is assumed in the
analysis, and the Following material property data were
applied:
Yield stress:	 a y = 174 MPa
Ultimate tensile strength: a u = 490 MPa
Fatigue limit: a  - i 270 MPa
a fp = 240 + 240 MPa
The maximum temperature is t00 OC and the internal
parts of the block are exposed to a pressure i•.)ad:
p - 17.5 + 7.5 MPa. The total number of presf ore
cycles in the analysis is 2.5 x 10 6 ; the corresponding
stress cycles were compared to the fatigue limi`.
The analysis procedures are t:he same as for !dock 1.
The endplate is considered to be a simple, supported,
circular plate exposed to a uniform pressure. The
bolts in the endplate are designed t.: fultill the re-
quirements of VDI 2230 (Verein Doutscher Ingeni(-,ure,
"Systematische Berechnung hochbeanspruchter Schrauben-
verbindungen"). The calculation procedure illustrated
that M10 bolts of quality 12.9 will meet the tvquire-
ments of VDI 2230. The minimum safety factors against
yielding and fatigue are 2.0 and 2.8 respectively.
The endplate, bolted with four M10 belts (.ivality
1;'.9) :neets the requirements of VDI 2230.
Power Control Block No. 4 (set, figure 3.2.9.1-5)
SS4212 aluminum is used in the analysis, with a yield
stress: o y = 250 MPa.
The maximum temperature is 100 0C and internal parts of
the block are exposed to a constant gas pressur(,,
p = 5 MPa; consequently, only a static analysis was
done.. Due to low pressure, the scJety factors aq-iinst
yielding is very high.
The Mod I compressor has been operated to a total of 5422
hours and 731,169 pumping cycles at the end of this quarterly
period.
Test unit No. 2 of the power control valve h, s he( :1 operated
to a total of 2988 hours and 206,097 pumping (_ycles at the tend
of this quarterly period.
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Figure 3.2.9.1-4 Points on Block 3 Used in the Stress Analysis
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Figure 3.2.9.1-5 Points on Block 4 Used in the Stress Analysis
W2810
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The vortex-type air flow transducer from the Ford Motor Com-
pany was tested. The response of the flow meter was compared
with a hot-wire anemometer) the results are shown in Figure
3.2.9.1-6. The vortex flow meter has a response which is
faster than the response of the anemometer and the signal is
stable without overshoots. The test was only a comparative
test between these two types of flow meterst no absolute re-
sponse time can be obtained from the curves. one of thethe dis-
advantages of the vortex flow meter is its nonlinearity, which
is shown in Figure 3.2.9.1-7. The flow meter ie a volume flow
meter not a mass flow meter, so that it requires compensation
for air pressure and air temperature changes.
t Engine Software
The engine control program was run throug'ii a series of modules
(see Figure 3.9.2.1-8). Each module consisted of its own pro-
gram. The time to run through all of the modules is 50 ins.
All written programs and system layouts are preliminary.
Changes and additions may occur later, and may result in long-
er running time. The debugging of the programs and the study
of {grogram/engine compatibility cannot he performed until the
engine is running.
Input A/D Conversion The signal was called upon as
differential or single ended through a low and high
level multiplexer. Correction of ofiset and cold
junction compensation was also done.
. Floating-Point
This routine makes the floating-point format integrate
the format, and vice versa.
. Ilighest/Lowest Thermocouple Temperature
In the analog electronics, the highest/lowest thermo-
couple temperature passes through to the PI(D)-
control.
. Input Key-Decoder
The starting and stopping conditions were defined;
this routine has its own guard function against cable
disconnection.
Thermocouple Temperature Guard
The temperature guard for maximum temperature cuts off
the fuel supply. If disconnection occurs in the
thermocouples, this will be observed and a lower
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Figure 3.2.9.1-6 Flow Meter Response Test
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Figure 3.2.9.1-7 Characteristic of the Ford Vortair Flow Meter
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Input A/D Conversion, Check
Flwting-Point
Highest	 Thermocouple
IOAAest	 Temp.
Input Keydec:oder
Thermocouple Temp Guard
Watertenp Guard
Start
Oiltemp Guard
Reset
Rpm Gard
Flame Guard
Main Save Data
Program Timers; Guard (When guard
is active)
Start Counter; Gard
Emergency Rotation
Watch-Dog
Acc.	 Input
Idle	 Check
Tenp -Set	 Guard
Pressure Guard
Start and Drive Routine
Stop Routine
Power Control Routine
Temp Control Routine
Output D/A
Service Routine
(Camunication and
EMonitor Programs)
Figure 3.2.9.1-8 Engine Control Program Modules
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set-temperature will be set and displayed. In this
case, the engine is not stopped by cutting off the
fuel. If all thermocouples are disconnected, the fuel
is switched off. If a signal of low temperature is
recorded, the fuel is cutoff. When a atop routine is
called for, the engine is always "run out" to decrease
the temperature.
. Water Temperature Guard
When the cooling water temperature exceeds 95 0C, the
fuel is cut off.
. oil Temperature Guard
See "Water Temperature Guard" routine.
. RPM Guard
See "Water Temperature Guard" routine.
Flame Guard
Tile flame is sensed by a positive temperature deriva-
tion. A special unit, which works with the flame as a
rectifier, is used. The signal from this unit will
indicate flame or flame-out.
Timers Guard
The timers for the starter, blower motor., and the
total time during the cooling down sequence are built
up in the same way as in the analog unit. Also, the
number of restarting sequences will be programmed to
allow the engine to do three starting-up trials before
being shut down.
. Emergency Rotation
If the engine is stopped by accident, there is a risk
to the seals and O-rings because of lack of cooling.
In this case, the engine will be rotated by the starter.
. Accelerator
The accelerator is checked for a disconnection. There
are idle-set and temperature-set routines in this pro-
gram.
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• Pressure ward
Pressure transducers aLe guarded in case of a discon-
nection. Maximum pressure, start pressure, and Inak-
a ,ge are also involved in this routine.
• Start and Drive Routine
Uses the same routines as in the analog unit.
• Stop Routine
All stops begin with fuel	 i ignition cutoff. The
gas pressure is lowered, and she cooling-down sequence
is performed.
• Control Stop Routine
The PI(U) regulator used in the LM301 amplifier i,
transformed into a proc3ram having the possibility to
change constants and variables. Vsis program tshan,jes
the constant according to load.
• Out u  DA
The outputs are analog for the throttle and the I-ower
control valve (Moog). The signals are also analog for
the instruments and the recorders.
• 4ervice Routine
This program contains communioating routines to the
monitor.
This following control programs were codc.tis
a. AD-routine.
b. Temperature maximum routinc.
c. Key (car key) decoding.
d. Scale and control of accelerator, temperature:
set, and idling.
e. Tube temperature (for working gas), missing
speed guard.
f. Accelerator curves.
g. S-curve (Moog-valve "speed up curve").
h. By-pass routine.
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i. Stop routine.
i. Start and drive routines.
k. PID routine.
1. DA routine.
All of these routines are finished but have not been debugged
on the computer. Debugging will start in August. All hard-
ware was finished except for a board which con-tains servos
and boost-amplifiers In order to converse between the monitor
and the Stirling engine, the following electronic circuits
are suggesteds
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 Engine	 I	 RC 232 C	 I	 Monitor	 I
I Electronics; (	 Serial Link	 I Electronics I
I	 I	 I	 1
. Link: Asynchronous 38,400 baud (opt. 9,600).
Character format: ASCII for control and 8 bit binary
for data message.
Purpose of communication n links To transfer Jata (vari
abler) from the engine electronics (EE) to the monitor-
The monitor sends an index li gt to the EE. Each index.
corresponds to a variable in the F.F. program. Data are
then sent continously from the EE unit until z new in-
dex list is received.
I	 I	 I	 I
	
zNQI ue21 Ixo IIXI	 Etc.	 I EUT
I	 I	 I	 I
INDEX LIST (MESSAGE)
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
ENQ IDC91 (n) I D I Di I	 Etc.	 IDnI ETX IEUT
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
DATA MESSAGr
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DATA TRAMSPER BE	 MONITOR
I
3-4  ^-
-	 tR^^
5-
IE :40NITOR
1. Following each computation cycle, the engino
electronics issues an ENQ ( Enquire) character.
2. If the monitor is connected and active, it bends
an acknowledgement character.
3-4. The EE sends a message header, XI + (n), which
olives the length of the data message to follow.
5. Data characters ar` s(.nt as a stream of 1G Oit
words, two bytes each with the most significant
byte first.
6. ETX ( End of Text) indicates enti of message.
7. Monitor responds with ACK (Answer).
S. EE terminates transfer.
If a monitor is not connected or is inactive , , the EU
will send only one ENQ each cycle and su:-nend com-
munication activity until it is interrupted by a
character from the monitor.
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L :	 MOiNITOR
Monitor Request to Engine Electronics
3.29992 ASE Mud II
• Se4ls
Eftort has started to screen capoucal materials. Three dsffor-
ent seal designs were run and one was selected foz the subse-
quent rod surface test. Different rod materials and different
surface treatments are being run against a Rulon LD seal:
Designation	 Surface	 finish Ra mm
A	 Nitrided steel	 0606
L	 Nitrided steel 0.25
C	 Nitrided steel 0.21
D	 Plasma spray coating Metco 505 (hlo) 0.22
E	 Plasma spray coating Metco 505 (Mo) 0.28
F	 Plasma spray coating Metco 101 (Al 2 03 ) 0.35
F	 Plasma spray coating Metco 101 (Al 2 U3 ) 4.55
H	 Plasma spray coating Metco 74 F (WC) 1014
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• High Temj)rrature P-40 Enduranct_.knALne
Our inc, April, the preheater system was repl aced clue to h i cih
exhaust temperatures, after a total as:Umulnted running time
of 1232 bourn on the preheater. The remover) preliviter will br
tested in the fluid dynamics laboratory. Five stops were
caused by fuel delivery problems to the test rig, and one stop
was caused by preheater change.
In May, the engin o had trouble starting; this was dut to worn
piston rinds and the leakage of working gas into the engine
coolant. The engine was stopped when these failures oc.currod
and new piston rings and gas cooler seals were mounted. 'This
eliminated farther starting problem4t however, the working gas
leak is still there. Further investigation is in progrt., s to
find out the reason for this leak. The total operating time
for dais set of Piston rings was 3,063.3 Fours.
The operatino, time of the high temperaturo h-40 en,,inc reached
401003 hours at the end of this quarter. 1320.3 hours were
ar•:umulated on heater 2-12739 No. 17, of which 1150. 4 hours
were run with hydrogen as the working gas.
• Annular Regenerator-Type Heater
The total operating time on the annular re,;ent?ratt)r type heat-
or on the P-40 engine reached 105.5 hours at tht etul if " L i'-
{ uai ter. Viring May, when the engine was tek;ted witli i,eat(,r
No. 1, it was observed that the gas dist• ribut ion was so poor
teat it affected the operation of the re(7er,eratars, wkic•
lt ,worod the ,:Ct'ici.ency of the engine. When the i,vw, heoLet ir;
installed for future tests, the gak, {Distribution around the ic . •-
(jenerators will be more regular and the dead volume of the
heater will be decreased from 17 cm 3 to 2.8 cm 3 l)t, r quadr,,nt.
Strain gauge measurements were performed (, i a modified n-40
cylinder housing in order to validate the y new heater he ad dog ,n.
• 5imlilified Test Cycle
A simplified engine test cycle was establisheu for	 ^! it tho
high temperature materials test program. The cycl r^ is basted ,,n
the mean metro cycle and highway cycle pressure variation com-
puted for the Reference Engine installed in an X-body vehicle
wi,t'i front wheel drive. In the establishment of the test
cycle, the metro and highway cycles were combined 55% and 453
respectively. The mean pressure variation was analyzed in
order to extract relevant peaks from the low cycle fatigue-
point of view, and linear creep damage theory was u;Sed in
order to ensure equivalent creel) damage. Sucl , a creel, analy-
sis is material dependent: 12 RN 72 tube material al 870o^,
wa.i used. The time of the simplified test cycle is 84u sQc-
onds; testing will be repeated 15,000 times, for a total of
:3500 hours. The test cycle mc-an pressure love l plot is yivf r
.ir, Figure 3.2.8.2-1
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Figure 3.2.9.2-1 Test Cycle Mean Pressure Distribution Plot
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3.3 MAJOR TASK 3 - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ( BA MINE ENGINE)
3.3.1 aaseline Engine System (Y-40)
• P-4Spirit  Program ( ASE i^)7t3 )
They P-40 Spirit was demonstrated several times during April.
During May, it was transported to MT1 and overhauled under the
supervision of USS E,vrsonne'l. This overhaul served as a training
session for W21 and AMG participants. In prepara tion for th e
overhaul, ASE40-H was removed from the vehicle, disassembled, and
inspected. In general, the cylinders were very clean and no oil
was present. 'Ilia engine was rellx)rted to be very tiqht with no
gas leakage prior to disassbmbly. The gas filters in the power
control system were very dirty and had to be replaced. The slide
in the power control valve was corroded and pitted. The valve
rocs was also pitted but will be roused since it 4s not. a sealil,,f
surface. Thu Spirit engine was rebuilt during June. The major
items changed chlr ing the rebuild were:
• Itegener;ators ( replaced) .
• Hydro(jen compressor seals (replaced with ae5w-type seals).
Power control valve slide (replaced).
• All new 0-rings, backup rings, and seals installc.:l.
• Piston domes were updated (111uc1ged).
• Now thermocouples.
The enctine was reinstalled in the car and veh+c:le, torts were 11111.
During t!:e , tests, a transmission flexplate failed and was r p plrar-
ecl. Arco leration tests were run before and after the_ robuiLd.
Te stinq r I.ftC?7 the rebuild indicated 0-60 mph accelerations of alb
seconds without the fan and 53 seconds with the fan continuously
running. However, due to thL, differences in vehicle weights,
these figures cannot: be directly compared with previously pub-
lished figureas. After rebuild, the engine showed a definite im-
provement in pertoa'marice. The ongine electronics were also tuned
up and i faulty chip was replaced in the air throttle circuit:.
Surface irreyulariti.es in the repaired cylinders were honed out
and a high spot in cylinder #1 was reworked usinci a cylinder
bore. The cylinder was inspected and additional work was requir-
ed to smooth down the la.igh spot before the block was used.
0 MT I Fngine Testing (ASE40-7)
A dotail.ed engine maintenance training session, under the direc-
tion of t1SS personnel, was conducted at MT1 from April ^1-29,
191 0. 7\t the end of this session, ASE40-7 reasso mbly wri c; osron-
tially complete. In addition, the enrirno harts list was oorlect
e(i and updated. In tray, the engine was leak-checked and int,l ali-
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ed in the engine test cell. 'Initial engine and facility checkout
tests were run, during which approximately 2.5 hours of operating
time were accumulated. A problem encountered with the power con-
trol valve was corrected by the realignment of parts. some dif-
ficulties also arose in the operation of the test facility oil
cooling system. In June, work continued on the checKuut of the
instrumentation and the subsystems in the Phase I engine test
cell. During check out testing, the engine ^%c ,, ^'Vlated 29.0
hours at various operating conditions. Rated s-, ,.ium power of 40
kW was treasured, which indicates that the engine i^ performing
satisfactorily after the recent overhaul. Approximately 90% of
the intended engine and facility instrumentation is currently
functional. Some difficulties were encountered with the opera-
tion of the water cooling and oil cooling systems; as a result,
these systems were revised. Activities also included the verifi-
cation of the engine data from the Data Acquisition System and
the computer output format was updated to be r:°sre convenient. to
use.
• General Engine Support
A list of spare parts required to support P-40 engine activities
was generated. This list contains the minimum quantities deeded
to be on hand at MTI to support engines in the U.S. The list
also provides a reference from which engine parts utilization can
be evaluated.
The previously leaking and replaced P-40 Spirit engitiv block was
sealed at the I,octite Corporation. A test tank was built, and
the block was leak-tested to 1800 psi with helium. A special "U"
ring transfer sleeve was fabricated for this test. No leakage of
ods was observed. The cylinder-bore surfaces will be inspected
and honed if necessary so that this repaired block c ua be uSc rd at
a later data if necessary.
3.3.2 Tcst Facilities at MTI
During May, work was essentially completed on the Phase I engine test
cell with the installation of ASE40-7. The only open activi.ti.es  .include,
the upgrading of the underground fuel pumping system and installation of
the gas analyzer.
MTI personna? traveled to Richmond Instruments to inspect the y yas analyz-
er which was completed but had not been calibrated. Some problems were
experienced with the NOx detector amplifier, but these problems ware .later
corrected. The overall quality of the unit: appears to be satisfactory.
3.4 MAJOR TASK 4 - ASE MOD I
During April, work conti^eued on the detailed design and manufacture of the Mod
engine and the preparation for the engine system Critical Design Review in
May. The objectives of the Critical Design Review, which was held at NASA-
Le RC r)n May 22-23, are listed in Table 3.4-1 and a summary of the presentation
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DESIGN REVIEW UBJECTIVES
• To update Mod I Basic Stirling engine Design.
• To Review Oetail Design of Niod I Stirling Engine System:
- Control System
- Auxiliaries
- Vehicle Integration
• To Seek NASA Approval of Mod I Stirling Engine System
oesign.
• To reek NASA Approval to Commence Procurement of Stirling
Engine System Hardware for Mod I Progran.
• .'u tpdatt: :nd Evaluate the Risk Assessment of n,o,' 1 Engine
Design.
Table 3.4-1 Design Review Objertives
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topics is contained in Table 3.4-2. The review concentrated on the auxiliary
and accessory designs shown in Figure 3.4-1. Figures 3.4-2 and 3.4-3 show the
auxiliary power demand at both full load and no load. The auxiliary power re-
qulremenrs are significantly lower than comparable power demands for the P-40
engine.
The major control system elements are shown in Figure 3.4-4. The design for
each element; was discussed in detail. The prime approach for the. air/fuel
,-ontrol is shown in Figure 3.4-5. The Bosch K-Jetronic backup system, which
i:, currently being used in P-40 engines, is shown in Figures 3.4-6. A major
Improvement. over the P-40 engine is in the combination of a number of mean
pressure control system components into separate blocks, as shown in Figure
3.4-7. Thvse blocks (or modules) greatly reduce the number of external gas
lined. In addition, the control system will be microprocessor-based rather
than analog-based as in the P-40.
The engine and vehicle performance predictions are shown in Table 3.4-3 and
Figures 3.4-8 and 3.4-9. As shown in Table 3.4 -4, the Mod I performance rep-
resonts a signitirant improvement over the P-40 engine. Table 3.4-5 shows a
comparison between the Mod I and P-40 engine weights; the Mod I engine repre-
sents a 408 reduction in the weight to power ratio.
Because of the small clearance between the preheater housing and the vehicle
hood, the design of the upper pert of the combustion chamber will be revised
in the area of the atomizer. In addition, in order to decrease the start-up
time, a Evart of the incoming air will by -pass the combustor. The by-pass
function will be obtained by using a throttle with required control equipment.
The po g ition of the blower in relation to the air inlet on the manifold was
finalized and the detailed design of the air inlet casing was completed.
The air preheater casting from Carl Schmidt will be delivered by the end of
August; machining of the casting will be done by Lerema. The 'neater quadrant
detailed design is finished and the heater will be completed in July; documen-
tation on heater brazing and pressure testing will be finished in August. The
detailed design of the gas cooler leak testing tools is finished. Leife Art has
started to manufacture the tooling and it will be finished by the end of
August. The seal cup and cylinder barrel are being detailed.
The variable belt drive parts are being manufactured and the drive is expected
to be completed in early July*. The first and second drives were delivered to
USS by Ricardo and all basic engine parts are being manufactured. The ;piston
rods (from Facid As in Malmo) were completed and grinding is starting at
Sterner Blomqvist AB to be completed in August"'. Tile seal housings were ma-
chinod and will be mounted in a drive unit and used as fixtures during the
build-up phase of the gas system. The cold engine parts are scheduled for de-
livery in August*; assembly is scheduled for September*. Hot engine parts are
scheduled for delivery in October*; assembly is scheduled for November*.
*There was a general labor strike in Sweden dururing May which may result in a
delay of the reported build dates.
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i
• Updating of Basic, Stit ling Engine Prevented In ;January
198(j:
- Now Piston Dome Desigvi
- CGk Combustor Without Bypass Va1VO
- Asseribly Soquenre - Tolerance Stack-up
• * )nc,!ntrat.ior1 on the Other parts of the Stirling Engi110
gstem:
- Auxiliaries
- Air/Peel Control
- bower control
- ulo(-tt-onic control
• lnstal.ation in 'vehicle
- Pa, i:agi.ng and Vehicle Modifications
- 1001ing System
Table 3.4-2 Agenda for Mod I Design Review
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1. Starter motor 11. Electric blower nutor
2. Alternator 12. Air'-fuel system
3. Lubrication oil pump 13. Air filter
4. Water pump 14. Hydrogen c xq)ressor
5. Combustion air blower 15. After cooling pump
6. Air throttle 16. Crank case ventilation systcii
7. Variable ratio belt drive 17. Air-conditioning compressor
B. AtemiLer air compressor 18. Pager steering pump
9. Servo oil pump 19. Radiator fan shaft
10. Pressure relief valve
801101
Figure 3.4-1 Auxiliaries and Accessories of ASE Mod I
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1. Air flaw meter
2. Fuel filter
3. Fuel supply pump
4. Fuel pressure regulator
5. Fuel metering pump
6. Fuel equalizer
7. Fuel valve
8. Fuel tank
Figure 3.4-5 Air/Fuel System Diagram
lone
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1. Botch K-jetronic
2. Air Throttle
3. Fuel Pump
4. Pressure Relief. Valve
5. Fuel Filter
6. Fuel Tank
7. Fuel Valve
Figure 3.4-6 Bosch K-)etronic Air/Fuel System Diagram as Backup
MU35
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
Point/Parameter Power Efficiency Pressure Speed
(kW) (1r) (M al) (rpm)
Max Power 53.6* 28.1 15 4000
Max rft;iciency 24.6 3697 15 1300
Part Load Point
(AuP for fuel flow) 10.7 28*6 5 1000
*I i.s t erence as compared to January, 19b0.
January 1980	 58.0 kW
Upuating of Auxiliary Power
	 - 1.7 kw
- Increased Alternator Speed
- increased Combustor Pressure Drop
(blower power)
basic Lngine Finalization
	 - 2.7 kw
- Incxe:ased Pressure Drop Factor
in Heater (after model flow test)
- Incrcoased CCD Dead Volume
- increased Dead Volume in
Regenerator Manifold
May 1980	 53.6
Table 3.4-3 Engine Performance Predictions
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Figure 3.4-8 ASE Mod I Performance Map: Net Shaft Torque versus Speed
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Figure 3,' ,9 Performance Map of ASE Mod I: Net Shaft Power versus Speed
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VEHICLE PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
Mileage (mpg)	 I.G. Engine 	1-40	 Mod I	 % Improvement
LWl .;ombined Cycle
(with A/C)	 -	 20.6	 27.1	 30
(without A/C)	 22.2	 27.5	 24
	
Acceleration (sec)	 I.C. Engine 	 P-40	 NO", i
	U-00 uiph 19,9 S14rit	 1901	 38	 -
	
1961 Spirit	 15.9*	 -	 22
Emissions (g/mile)
Based on Latest CGR Combustor Test Data:
NO 	 O..s
HC	 0.1
Co	 0.7
*1981 Spirit has 151 cu in. Engine whereas 1979 spirit had 121 cu in.
Engine.
Table 3.4-4 Vehicle Performance Predictions
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WEIGHT/POWER SUMMARY
	
P-40	 Mod I
	
Weight* KG	 329	 266
	
LB	 724	 587
	
Power kW	 40.0	 53.6
	
hp	 54.0	 72.4
Weight/Power (lb/hp)	 13.4	 8.1
*Dry weight including auxiliaries, without
accessories.
Table 3.4-5 Weight/Power Summary
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Piston domes are being made by Bomco (Gloucestor, Mass.) and are schedules: for
delivery by the end of July. Planning has started for the manufacturer of the
Mod I drive unit. Quaker Alloy Investment Casting Division will quote on the
Mod I cylinder heads and regenerator housings.
All design and detailing work for the Mod I engine drive system was completed.
During the assembly of the first Mod I drive unit, various minor alterations
were identif.iedi these alterations required the correction of the detail draw-
in(js.
A1t. 1 ,ough the design and detailing is essentially complete, and the first drive
unit was assembled, tested, and shipped to USS, various minor drawing altera-
tions and changes still were necessary and have been completed. An analysis
was performed of the overall balance of the pair of chiin-drive crankshafts.
The "Build Vook", which is a history of the assembly/ inspection of each de-
livered drive unit, is complete and Ricardo is ready to ship it to USS.
The first. ASR MOD I drive unit was assembled with the safety clutch and was
shii)ped to USS in mid- play. The second MnU I unit is now being assembled; its
ccinpletion will be delayed while waiting for the driving gears frun Fleron
Kugg. The manufacture of the remaining seven units is proceeding satisfactor-
ily.
The Stirling analysis computer program input was updated to match the final
drawings and to reflect the latest predictions concerning auxiliary power con-
sumption. The auxiliary power demand is 1.7 kW greater at the full-load point
than what was user] in previous calculations. In total, the calculated full-
load shaft power has decreased by 4.4 kW; however, the part-load (SMPa, 2,000
rpm) efficiency was not significantly changed and there was a negligible im-
pact on the mileage.
F'iguxc 3.4-10 defines the ASE Mod I and shows a schematic of the engine.
3.5 MAJOR TASK 5 - ASE MOD II
Design effort under this task is not scheduled to start until 191'1.
3.6 MAJOR TASK 6 - PRO'IUTYPE ASE SYSTEM STUDY
This task will not start until 1982.
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3.7 MAJOR TASK 7 - COMPUTER. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
The development of the Stirling engine performance code focused on the thermo-
dynamic cycle analysis and the global thermal network. Initial documentation
of the heater system analysis was completed and the revision of the cooling
system was rescheduled.
The evaluation of NODAL 7/EPISODE, to identify the mechanism Umiting EPISODE's
integration time-step to small values, continued at a low level. EPISODE uses
A backward-difference formula to predict system parameters at each now time,
and then uses Newton's method to iteratively correct these new system para-
meters. The integration time-step is essentially limited by the effectiveness
of Newton's method and it depends on the accuracy of the system's Jacobian
matrix; Jacobian matrix errors represent an obvious mechanism which would
limit the integration time-step. Two types of Jacobian matrix errors were
readily identified:
1. Errors inherent in the matrix formulation.
2. Errors inherent in the generalized Newton or chord method, which uses a
Jacobian from a preceeding time-step to approximate the Jacobian at the
current time.
While the first type of error has not yet been investigated, the second one
was studied and eliminated as the time-step-limiting error source.
Effort was applied to developing and implementing an impli it solution for the
continuity and momentum equations. The resulting code, NODAL. 8, was applied
to a piston-tube-cavity test case. Approximately 2000 time-stets were requir-
ed by NODAL 7 tea traverse the first cycle, but only approximately 50 time-steps
wero required by NODAL 8 t) traverse the first cycle. Because of its large
time-steps, NODAL 8 was unable to accurately follow the initial transient
(t < 0.008 sec.). After the initial transient, however, NODAL 7 and NODAL 8
yielded almost identical results. Simulation costs using NODAL 8 were much
less than those currently achieved by NODAL 7. The implicit solution proce-
dure in NODAL,8 was extended to include energy conservation equations for both
the working c}as and the regenirator material. The resulting code was applied
to the piston-tubt^ cavity test case. Calculation-, were initiated with a time-
step of 1.0E-9 sec. The time-step was allowed to increase to a tinge-step of
300.0E-6 sec., which corresponds to 50 time-steps/cycle. Inclusion, of the en-
ergy equations in NODAL 8 did not appear to redu:;e its numerical stability;
however, the number of iterations at each time-step .increased dramatically
with increasing time-steps. Refinement of the solution procedure is needed to
control the number of iterations required at each time-step, and correspond-
ingly, the operating economy of NODAL 8.
A potential cause for the small time-steps experienced by NODAL 7/EPISODE was
identified. Since the piston and displacer motions are currently prescribed,
their respective displacements, velocities, and accelerations are not explic-
itly included in the integration process, and the corresponding Jacobian
matrix does not include i.rifluence coefficients for th,am. Corrector it.ora-
tions, using a Jacobian evaluated at a precendinq time, woul(I be very i.neffec-
tive and woul-i limit the integration time-step. Revision of the simulation
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and the corresponding Jacobian matrix to explicitly include these parameters
is expected to improve the operatir-.g economy of NODAL 7/EPISODE.
An analysis was developed to describe the heat transfer in the expansion and
compression space resultinq from thermal hysteresis in the boundary layer dd-
jace::t to the wall. The results of this analysis are beine reviewed and vali-
dated. Subsequent to validation, the results will be included in the thermo-
dyname cycle analysis.
The coding for the global thermal network was completed and several simple
check cases were successfully executed. The analysis still must be evaluated
for a large network which includes several nonlinear heat transfer linkages.
The global thermal tictwork was applied to a 21-mode mudel of an automotive -
type heater head (typical two-row, P-40/Mod I geometry). The model included:
nonlinear radiation and tube-in-crossflow linkages, axial conduction in the
heater tubes, and temperature variations in the combustion gas specific heat.
The analysis performed as expected.
During June, activity concentrated on the preparation of an interim code. As
i.reviously repotted, the thermodynamic cycle analysis and global thermal net-
work cedes were checked out with simplified test cases. These two codes have
now been comll ined to form an interim Stirling engine analysis program which
wi11 be delivered to NASA. In addition, the required interfaces with the
heat er rsysker , coolino roystem, and mechanical analyses were incorporato:c3 in
the code structur-?. The interim code is operational and was checked out with
<< simplified test case. A more comprehensive, representative, stirlire,•anyine
test case was prepared and will be used to further evaluate the code.
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3.8 MAJOR TASK 8 - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The Stirling-powered 1979 AMC Spirit was displayed at the 5th International
Symposium on Automotive Propulsion Systems during the week of April 14, 1980,
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Dearborn, Michigan. The theme of the display
was the specifications for the current RESD and the ASE Mod I. A new tape/
slide presentation "The Stirling Engine-Helping to Solve Our NAtion's Energy
Problem" was also shown for the first time. Figure 3.8-1, shows the spirit
on kiisp.Lay.
The P-40 Spirit was displayed at the DOT National Transportation Week Exhi
in Washington, D.C. on May 13-14. The Stirling engine multi-fuel capability
was demonstrated during this show as shown.
Congressman Tom Harkin visited MTI on May 19. He was picked up at Albdny Air-
port and driven to MTI in the P-40 Spirit. Congressman Harkin had previously
ridden in the P-40 Opel at the CCM in October 1979, and he was very favorably
impressed with the Spirit's improvements in performance over that of the
Opel.
The Concord with the mockup P-40 engine was displayed at the 1st California
Energy and Transportation Fair in Sacramento, California on May 30 -31. The
fair was sponsored by CALTRANS. A great deal of interest was evident for the
Stirling engine's automotive power plant potential, especially the multi-fuel
and clean emissions characteristics. Additional Energy Fairs are planned for
Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco during the summer months. The Con-
cord and the display were left with CALTRANS for use in these upcoming fairs.
work activities are well underway for the new, Stirling engine-powered Concord
Demonstration vehicle. A detailed schedule of events was prepared. During
the week of June 16, the engine was shipped from USS to AMG to be installed in
the Concord vehicle. Parts required to install the engine assembly :ire being
ordered and/or fa')ricated by AMG. The car should be operational by mid-
August.
A contract was awarded to MGA Research (of Buffalo, New York) to perform a
safety study of Stirring-powered cars. Meetings are scheduled in the near
future at both MTI and AMG to provide MGA with the necessary technical infor-
ration.
3.9 MAJOR TASK 9 - PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
The first RESD Design Review update was held at NASA-Le RC on May 21. Informa-
tion regarding the meeting and the materials presented are included in the
Major Task 1 presentation in this report.
The ASE Mod I System Critical Design Review was held at NASA-Le RC on May 22-
23. Information regarding the meeting and the materials presented is included
in the Major Task 4 presentation in this report. On the basis of verbal
approval. from NASA, procurement and manufacture of the ASE Mod I has started.
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hip important dapect of program management is product assurance. As an inte-
gral part of each engine design, manufact%)xe, and test, complete records are
maintained to identify and report defects, discrepancies, failures, and other
unsatisfactory conditions.
'rhe Project Manager for Product Assurance has initiated a procedure of Failure
Notices (FN) and Discrepancy Notices (DN) reporting. failure Notices pertain
to the failures or unsatisfactory performance of parts, components, systems,
and engines Discrepancy Notices pertain to deviations of parts from the es-
tablished drawings, specifications, and purchase orders.
The Manager of Reports and Data Management maintains the information contained
on the FN and DN forms in the A.B. Dick Shared Logic Word Processor. The in-
formation is entered into the system periodically and it is accumulated in the
mememory bank. The Select/Search/Sort program allows this random information
to be automatically processed for analytical and statistical purposes. 'rhe
memory bank can be searched to locate all data pertaining to a particular en-
gine part, subassembly, component, control, engine section, vendor, etc.
The parts list for each manufactured/operating engines are also maintained in
another data file in the Word Processor. As parts are removed because of wear
or failures, or because of routines maintenance or for test purposes, the op-
crating times will be recorded along with the disposition of the removed part
and the identification of its replacement. Although this system is new and
not functional at present, it is anticipated that a complete history of every
important engine part will ultimately be maintained And that the Word Proces-
sor will permit cross-referencing and cross-checking between different data
files and different engines so as to yield a full and accurate product assur-
ance analyses capability.
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